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ADVANCE TV METHODS
Description:
"TV" target verify is a method to determine whether or not a target is metal
or mineral. I will explain both basic and advance TV methods.
BASIC:
The basics of TV is first to determine if the target is good or not. All
directions will be referenced to the user standing at the generator looking out
towards the target.
1. Set the unit to IC and mark all lines. You may have to increase EWC to
have one line.
2. Once you have the line marked, switch to TV. The line will shift either
right or left of the marked IC line. Depending on the unit the line may
take longer to return.
3. If the line shifts right at about 40 degrees, that's a indication that the
target is good. Over time the line will return to the IC line. As long as
the line stays, it's considered a good target and should be checked out.
4. If the line moves left the target is considered bad to a point! If the line
keeps moving left it will fade away. That target is bad.
Brown IC line. Red right shift good. Grey left shift bad.
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ADVANCED METHODS:
The basic method is still true. I will show how to determine if the target is
metal or mineral. And if the target may be in a container of some other
element.
First, if the line shifts right chances are the target is metal. If the line shifts
left it's possible that the target is either in some type of container or is
mineral related.
The most important part of a left shift line is if the line stops and begins to
move right back to the IC line.

If the line moves back to the IC line and holds, it could mean one of two
things.
1. The target is inside a container of some type.
2. The target is mineral ore of the element target.
Target verify is an important part of my units. Both the LRL500 and
EFNMR have TV. If you have questions call.
Tim
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